
Prokraft Atom Assembly Guide
Please read these instructions fully before attempting assembly

Below is a picture of the parts of the pen kit laid out in the order they need to be connected

1] Slide the pocket clip over the click mechanism and push onto the rear of the finished pen tube 
using a suitable press or vice. The click buttons are normally packed separately but if not unscrew 
the click button and spring and remove. Do NOT press the mechanism or any other parts in place 
with the click button fitted.

2] Push the brass nib connector onto the front of the tube approx 5mm leaving the thread section 
exposed, you can then check the fit of the nib section and adjust if necessary. As an alternative you 
may prefer to screw the nib onto the brass connector and then push into place. Either method will 
work.

3] Slide the refill spring over the refill ensuring the thin end of the spring is nearest to the refill 
spacer the wider end at the nib

4] Insert the refill and spacer through the nib end of the tube, carefully locate the spacer onto the 
click mechanism inside and then screw on the nib section.

5] Once the refill is in place it will push the mechanism pin up, locate the click spring over this pin 
and screw on the click button. NB: do not screw the button on too far – there must be enough travel 
for the mechanism to engage fully – overtightening will result in the refill not clicking to the out 
position. Check the fit and operation of the pen.

6] To replace the refill unscrew the nib section and slide out the refill parts. The refill spacer can be 
re-used on any 70mm crystal pen refill. A new spacer is not required each time but we do carry 
them as spares if needed
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